CONTINENTAL CASUALTY COMPANY
H. G. B. Alexander - President
CHICAGO

ACCIDENT—HEALTH INSURANCE

ISSUES the most liberal policies to Frisco employees at the very lowest possible rates of premium. The Continental has paid hundreds of thousands of dollars to its Frisco policy holders and their beneficiaries. Are you now carrying one of our policies? If not, please fill out attached coupon and we will be pleased to send you full information or have one of our representatives call upon you.

CONTINENTAL CASUALTY CO.

Chicago:

I am employed as.............................................

I desire information regarding accident and health insurance.

Name.............................................

Address.............................................

BUDA MOTOR CARS AND VELOCIPEDES

Our cars will interest you. If you have not our catalogue, send for it. We make section cars, inspection cars, three and four-wheel velocipedes for one to three persons. All motor driven. In design, workmanship and material, we guarantee our cars unapproached.

Write for Catalogue F. M. 124.

BUDA FDY. & MFG. CO.

NEW YORK  CHICAGO

SAINT LOUIS

Union Bridge Construction

Contracting

KANSAS CITY

Bridges and Viaducts, Masonry and Pile Foundations.

ARKOM

Purchasers of Iron and Steel.

THE FT. S. SMYTHE

No. 6 South 6th St.

THE RAIL

29 West 24th

Mention us when writing to Advertisers, it will help us both.

BUDA  MFG. G0.

NEW YORK  CHICAGO

SAINT LOUIS

Mention us when writing to Advertisers, it will help us both.
UNION BRIDGE AND CONSTRUCTION CO.

Contracting Engineers

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Bridges and Viaducts, Pneumatic Foundations, Masonry and Concrete Work, Pipe Foundations, Timber Trestles.

AUTOMATIC FLOAT VALVES

They are the only satisfactory Float Valves known.

LATITUDE VALVES

STANDPIPE VALVES

GOLDEN-ANDERSON VALVE SPECIALTY CO.

1005 Fuller Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

ARKOMA

The Oklahoma addition to Fort Smith, Ark. The finest opportunity for investment ever offered in a fast-growing city, with all conveniences. Purchasers of lots before Sept. 1st will get lowest price on best locations.

ARKOMA

The Oklahoma addition to Fort Smith, Ark. The finest opportunity for investment ever offered in a fast-growing city, with all conveniences. Purchasers of lots before Sept. 1st will get lowest price on best locations.

THE PT. SMITH DEVELOPMENT CO. OF OKLA.

No. 6 South 6th Street

FORT SMITH, ARKANSAS

Over 50,000 miles in use

Rolled from Short Qual. By

Steel


HIGHEST AWARDS--Prizes.

The Pittsburg & Midway Coal Mining Co.

Miners and Shippers of Southern Kansas Coal.

MIDWAY, KANSAS

Mention us when writing to Advertisers; it will help us both.
THE FRISCO-MAN
ENGINEERS-CONSTRUCTORS
ELECTRICAL—CIVIL—MECHANICAL
101 LA SALLE STREET
CHICAGO

KILBY FROG
AND
SWITCH CO.
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

MANUFACTURERS OF
RAILROAD CROSSINGS,
FROGS, SWITCHES,
SWITCH STANDS, ETC.

KERITE Insulated
Wires
and Cables

AERIAL, UNDERGROUND
SUBMARINE

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR RAILWAY,
TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE
AND SIGNAL SERVICE.

Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Co.
Hudson Terminal, No. 20 Church St., New York

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE:
Watson Insulated Wire Co.
Railway Exchange, Chicago, Ill.

UNIFORMS

JAMES H. HIRSCH & Co.
215 MARKET STREET
COR. JACKSON BLVD.
CHICAGO

UNIFORMS

Mention us when writing to Advertiser, it will help us both.
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Telegraphic Brevity Spells Economy.

With a limitation of ten words in the average commercial message the general public struggles and often fails to convey what it deserves to express in this space.

Perhaps the greatest story ever written, and certainly the most ideal telegraph, is told in eight words. This can be found in the first sentence of the first chapter of Genesis, and repeats when, who and what were the agencies in the creation of the world.

Indeed, the entire chapter serves for all time as a model for brevity and utility.

At the same time, due stress should be laid upon the loss occasioned by too great an effort towards brevity as the need for explanation, causes more delay and expense than would have been occasioned by a more complete message in the first instance.

An instance is related where an impecunious friend of a railroad official becoming stranded at a distant portion of the line, requested the agent at that point to wire the official for authority to issue transportation in favor of the slack-kneed friend. The official in question having become worn out by frequent calls made by his friend replied as follows:

"Don't let John walk."

In transmission the comma was dropped and the stranded friend received his transportation. This is an instance of brevity gone mad, but it is safe to assert that in ninety-nine out of one hundred cases the words in an ordinary railroad message can be reduced from thirty to fifty per cent, and rather increase than decrease clearness.

In December, 1908, 240,415 railroad telegrams were sent and received at the relay offices of the Frisco; namely, Springfield, Memphis, Fort Scott, Sapulpa and St. Louis. With the local messages sent over the wire between points on the different divisions in that period, the total was at least 340,000 messages.

An analysis of these messages will prove that genetically 100,000 were unnecessary. Further, that carefully edited or recast, ten per cent of the words used in these messages were unnecessary.
It is obvious, therefore, that a very important economy can be affected by a proper regard for the telegraph service, both in the use of the wire and in the brevity of the message.

It should be kept in mind that the telegraph service should not be used as a convenience, but for an emergency. Further that the transmission of a carelessly written, long-worded message frequently delays important ones.

In addition to this the fact should be recognized that telegraphy becomes careless and frequently destroys the sense of the message.

Curtness is rarely good, but brevity is certainly demanded in a telegram, and when it is necessary that instructions should be sent by wire, only in very rare instances should these instructions be followed by reason therefor.

The following is an example of a telegram:

"At 9 a.m. today at - station switch engine 0999 Condonate. Light was preparing to make stop of three cars and white backing up to the crossing just north of the depot at a speed of about two or three miles per hour. He struck two horses driving a two horse delivery wagon which was not seen by the switch engine operator as he was engaged in shoving two other cars. The man was immediately taken to the hospital, but it was not possible to save the lives of the two horses. It is believed that the accident was caused by the switch engine operator.

This message could have been written as follows, and be just as satisfactory:

Switch engine 0999 struck two horses.

Another example is:

"While attempting to cross our tracks at 1:30 p.m. today we were struck by a two horse delivery wagon driven by a forty-five year old man who is a livery man at this point. The man was thrown under the lead car and one leg will be lost and possibly both. Man not fatally injured.

Examples of unnecessary reasons for instructions:

I am alarmed at the delay some of the cars shown on the list to me today. Please do not order cars for only one day supply in advance and get this equipment cleared out, you have cars at which have been ordered for only one day supply. I want you to load the old cars before ordering another supply. We need keep on even with the above and unless you help us out on this we cannot do this.

(Condensed.) - Cans are delayed entirely too long. Order for days supply only and get even.

Please issue instructions to your yard at - to bill all hopper bottom coal cars to - and move on through trains.

(Herewith some telegraphic verbiage.

Trucks are proper names and ad

Forty-one empty for division 22 report expected being loaded today to be set off line. Cross up.

(Condensed.) - Forty-one report as expected. Cross up.


Your wire of the foregoing in regard to the bridge approaches a answer that they are hesitating on account of the heavy rains of a few previous days. If you can get your men in we will assist you.

(Condensed.) - We are in the process of changing our supplies.

Examples of unnecessary reasons for instructions:

I am alarmed at the delay some of the cars shown on the list to me today. Please do not order cars for only one day supply in advance and get this equipment cleared out, you have cars at that have been ordered for only one day supply. I want you to load the old cars before ordering another supply. We need keep on even with the above and unless you help us out on this we cannot do this.

(Condensed.) - Cans are delayed entirely too long. Order for days supply only and get even.

Please issue instructions to your yard at - to bill all hopper bottom coal cars to - and move on through trains.

Herewith some telegraphic verbiage. Trucks are proper names and ad